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Western countries banned Aeroflot and other Russian airlines from their airspace last year. Sergei
Kiselev / Moskva News Agency

Russia's flagship airline Aeroflot has asked its employees to refrain from recording equipment
defects on aircraft, leading to planes regularly flying with malfunctions, according to the
investigative news outlet Proekt, citing current and former employees at the airline. 

A former employee at Aeroflot explained that the policy, in force since last spring, was
introduced "to prevent aircraft from being grounded due to a defect, which, according to
regulations, prohibits the aircraft from flying until it is fixed.”

A technical specialist at Aeroflot corroborated this information while adding that the same
unofficial practice is now followed by other airlines in order to keep aircraft in the sky.

https://www.proekt.media/narrative/rossiyskay-aviatsiya/
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A former pilot at Nordwind Airlines told Proekt about a January incident at the Kazan
international airport when fuel started leaking during the start-up of a Boeing 737's engines.
The pilot recalled that technicians were unsurprised by the leak.

"It had happened several times before, but there were no records of it in the technical log
book — the airline’s management asked us not to write anything," the pilot said.

"The Russian attitude of betting on good luck also exists in aviation. Obviously, it’s
frightening to fly on hope alone, but unfortunately, that’s what’s happening in many airlines
in the country today," he added.

Russia’s airline sector was one of the first to be affected by the Western sanctions and
economic fallout from Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine. Air carriers have faced mounting
problems with aircraft maintenance after being cut off from supplies of spare parts and
software updates. 

Sanctions are forcing Russian airlines to operate fewer flights, use fewer aircraft and
cannibalize planes for spare parts, according to the American consulting company Oliver
Wyman.

While Russian airlines maintained some 736 aircraft at the beginning of this year, analysts
at Oliver Wyman estimate this number will halve by 2026, with airlines losing around 20% of
their fleet each year.
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